Vertical light-emitting diodes with surface gratings and rough surfaces for effective light extraction.
For enhancing the light extraction of a light-emitting diode, surface grating fabrication based on a simple method of combining photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching with phase mask interferometry has been demonstrated. To understand the optimum grating period in forming a surface grating on a vertical light-emitting diode (VLED), we construct a Llyod's interferometer within PEC electrolyte (KOH) to fabricate surface gratings of various periods on VLEDs for comparing their light extraction efficiencies. Also, to compare the effectiveness of light extraction enhancement between surface grating and rough surface, VLEDs with the rough surfaces fabricated with two different KOH wet etching methods are fabricated. The comparisons of VLED characterizations show that among those grating VLEDs, the light extraction is more effective in a VLED of a smaller grating period. Also, compared with VLEDs of rough surfaces, the grating VLEDs of short grating periods (<2 μm) have the higher light extraction efficiencies, even though the root-mean-square roughness of the rough surface is significantly larger than the grating groove depth.